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Certain statements and other information included in this presentation constitute "forward-looking information" or "forward-looking statements" (collectively, "forward-looking 

statements") under applicable securities laws. Statements including words such as "may", "will", "could", "should", "would", "plan", "potential", "intend", "anticipate", "believe", "estimate" 

or "expect" and other words, terms and phrases of similar meaning are often intended to identify forward-looking statements, although not all forward-looking statements contain these 

identifying words. Forward-looking statements involve estimates, expectations, projections, goals, forecasts, assumptions, risks and uncertainties, as well as other statements referring 

to or including forward-looking information included in this presentation.

Forward-looking statements are subject to various risks and uncertainties which could cause actual results to differ materially from the anticipated results or expectations expressed in 

this presentation. As a result, although management of the Company believes that the expectations and assumptions on which such forward-looking statements are based are 

reasonable, undue reliance should not be placed on the forward-looking statements because the Company can give no assurance that they will prove to be correct. The risks that could 

cause actual results to differ materially from current expectations include, but are not limited to, the risk factors and other disclosures about the Company and its business included in

the Company's continuous disclosure materials filed from time to time with Canadian and U.S. securities regulatory authorities, which are available online under the Company's SEDAR 

profile at www.sedar.com, under the Company's EDGAR profile at www.sec.gov or on the Company's website at www.maxar.com. 

The forward-looking statements contained in this presentation are expressly qualified in their entirety by the foregoing cautionary statements. All such forward-looking statements are 

based upon data available as of the date of this presentation or other specified date and speak only as of such date. The Company disclaims any intention or obligation to update or 

revise any forward-looking statements in this presentation as a result of new information or future events, except as may be required under applicable securities legislation.

Forward-Looking Statement

http://www.sedar.com/
http://www.sec.gov/
http://www.maxar.com/
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Investment highlights

Industry leader comprised of four commercial space technology brands 

serving global government and commercial markets

Executing on a clear long-term strategy for growth and value creation

Trusted partner with unmatched ability to deliver end-to-end space solutions 

and meet complex mission requirements

Strong market tailwinds and investment momentum

Robust pipeline of large, actionable, new business opportunities

Ample liquidity and ability to generate adequate operating cash flows to 

execute on the company’s strategy

Expect to domicile in the U.S. by 2019, including adoption of U.S. GAAP 

accounting

Experienced management team, including addition of new CFO
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Communications and Earth 

observation satellites

Space exploration mission 

spacecraft

On-orbit satellite servicing 

vehicles

Robotics for ongoing space 

operations and exploration

Radar satellites and data

UAV-based intelligence 

systems

Defense and maritime 

systems

Robotics and sensors for 

space and terrestrial 

applications

Satellite antennas and 

ground stations

Electro-optical, high-

resolution satellite imagery

Geodata layers and 

information products

Mission ready geospatial 

intelligence (GEOINT)

Big data platform and tools

Machine learning AI and data 

analytics at scale

Sensor and ground system 

optimization for near real-time 

geospatial insights

Multisource data enrichment 

and analysis

Innovative 

Spacecraft Systems

Space and Ground 

Infrastructure & Systems

Satellite Imagery and 

Geospatial Information

Geospatial Intelligence, 

Analytics & Services

Space Systems Segment Imagery Segment Services Segment

Market-leading commercial space technology brands
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Space 
Systems

51%Imagery
37%

Services
12%

2018 YTD Revenue

Diversified business mix
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Space 
Systems

24%

Imagery
72%

Services
4%

2018 YTD Segment EBITDA

Adjusted EBITDA by segment
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Commercial
57%

US Gov't
25%

Canada & Int'l
18%

Diversified customer mix

2017 pro forma revenue

http://www.intelsat.com/
http://www.intelsat.com/
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Tampa, FL

Montreal, QUOttawa, ONT

Halifax NS

Pasadena, CA

Palo Alto, CA

Richmond, BC

Ypsilanti, MI

Gaithersburg, MD

Herndon, VA

Westminster, CO

Vancouver, BC

Longmont, CO

Brampton, ONT

Chantilly, VA

United Kingdom

Saudi Arabia

Australia

Singapore

Arlington, VA

Primary company locations

~6,300 employees
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Response to recent hedge fund short-seller campaign

 Spruce Point Capital is a hedge fund with a track record of launching negative campaigns 
against public companies and their executives after taking a short position in their stock.

 Spruce Point Capital has an acknowledged goal to “realize significant gains in the event 
the share price declines”, whether or not the statements in their report are accurate.

 Their report had numerous inaccurate and misleading statements and faulty conclusions.

 Maxar’s Board of Directors conducted a thorough review of the elements of the financial 
statements and disclosures referenced in the report and found no accounting errors.

 Maxar’s Board of Directors reaffirmed its full confidence in the Company’s management 
team and its business strategy and execution plans.

 We continue to articulate a clear strategy for future growth and value creation as we 
execute our key strategic initiatives.

 We are making clear progress toward achieving our strategic objectives and have a 
robust pipeline of new business opportunities that are beginning to close.

 We have ample liquidity and expect to generate adequate operating cash flows to 
execute on the company’s strategy.

 We have an ongoing commitment to communicate accurately and transparently and to 
actively engaging with investors on our financial outlook and growth strategy.
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Clear strategy for growth and value creation

Continue growth in 
Imagery and Services

 Strong market demand for imagery and 
geospatial analytics globally

 New products and capabilities are 
expanding use cases for exclusive high-
resolution imagery 

Return to growth in 
Space Systems

 Growing U.S. Government DoD and 
classified space programs pipeline

 Focus on small form-factor satellites for 
commercial and government 
applications in communications and 
Earth observation markets

Deliver revenue and 
cost synergies

 End-to-end solutions and channel 
cross-selling into government and 
commercial technology customers

 Implementation of enterprise-wide 
support services at scale and 
elimination of duplicative costs

Improve free cash flows with 
priority to pay down debt and 
reduce leverage

 Focus on working capital efficiency to 
drive operating cash flow generation

 Reduce drag from GEO CommSat LOB

 Significant CapEx decline 2021-2023 
following WorldView Legion construction
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Strong market tailwinds across majority of the portfolio

 Commercial imagery and geospatial services markets continues to grow

◦ Increasing demand from defense and intelligence, location-based services, 

autonomous vehicles, telecom, agriculture and climate measurement 

applications enabled by advances in machine learning AI

 Spending growth across U.S., Canada and international defense and space 

markets

◦ Concerns expanding beyond global terrorism to include renewed near-peer 

threats from China, Iran, North Korea and Russia

◦ Need for increased surveillance persistence and resiliency of remote-sensing 

space assets

◦ Strong desire to partner with commercial providers to accelerate innovation, 

shorten production cycles and lower costs

 GEO and RCM headwinds are waning

◦ Impact of lower GEO market orders in 2015-2017 has run its course through 

the satellite build cycle with revenue now at or near the bottom

◦ RCM program launch expected in late-2018, early-2019
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Commercial space investments are accelerating

“Global space economy estimated to grow from ~$350B to $1.1T by 2040. Key areas: consumer 
video, broadband, mobile satellite, Earth observation, ground equipment, satellite manufacturing, 
satellite launch, government, insurance, space freight, etc.” *

“…we estimate a $400B+ incremental revenue opportunity from providing internet access to 
under- or unserved parts of the world, and a ~$725B revenue opportunity for internet companies 
focused on social media, search/online advertising, and, in particular, e-commerce, if global 
internet penetration reaches 100%. Ultimately, this will depend on the success of the new low 
Earth orbit (LEO) satellites from players like OneWeb and SpaceX.” *

“In the short to medium term, most of the value of the industry is linked to internet bandwidth.                             
Satellite broadband is responsible for ~50% of the Global Space Economy, and ~70% of our Bull 
Case.” * 

“We think of reusable rockets as an elevator to low Earth orbit (LEO).” *

“The Second Space Age has begun, and the forces of innovation and disruption are overtaking                               
formerly stagnant industries…The key driver of change today is the enabling power of major 
change in the commercial launch and satellite manufacturing industries.” **

“… the use of satellites to provide global Internet access changes the industry long term.                                   
What is a relatively small industry today is poised to bring the space economy into the lives of half 
the planet on a near constant basis through deployment of large Internet-providing fleets to the 
population currently without Internet.” **

*     Source: Morgan Stanley, Investment Implications of the Final Frontier, October 2017

**    Source: Goldman Sachs, Space, The Next Investment Frontier, April 2017
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Global Space Economy growth projections *

*     Source: Morgan Stanley, Investment Implications of the Final Frontier, October 2017
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Expanding need for geospatial imagery and information 
and analytics-based intelligence solutions

2017 2022

Satellite-based Earth Observation Industry Segments and Revenues 

($ in billions)

 Data - imagery and related products 

 Value Added Services - processing and applications that transform raw data into information 

 Information Products - processing and applications-specific analysis from imagery

 Big Data Analytics - analysis of multiple images and a wide variety of datasets in order to extract information not apparent 

in the base data 

Growth rate of 8%+ driven by 25%+ growth in Big Data Analytics

$4.8

$0.8

$1.7

$0.7

$1.5

$3.2

Big Data Analytics $0.2

$1.3Information Products

$0.6

$1.1

Value-Added Services

Data

8%

Source: NSR
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Well-positioned for large follow-on imagery contract with 
the U.S. Government

 Unrivaled high-resolution imagery collection capabilities and products

◦ No other commercial provider can currently match 30cm and 50cm collection

◦ Global ground station network reduces time from image to intelligence

◦ Supported by only classified U.S. Government link between DigitalGlobe operations 

center and U.S. Government operations center

 Outstanding operating performance - 73 consecutive months meeting or exceeding SLAs

 100 petabyte image library provides historic change detection capabilities

◦ GBDX (Geospatial big-data exchange) platform operates in the AWS cloud 

 Global EGD (Enhanced Geospatial Delivery) portal reaches over 100,000 defense and 

intelligence users

◦ Allows real-time daily access to imagery and analytics

 EnhancedView contract with $300M annual cash flows ends on August 31, 2020

◦ Contract transferred from NGA to NRO and now called EnhancedView Follow-On 

(EVFO)

◦ New contract includes a base year with one option year

◦ Quote from NRO Director Betty Sapp:

“Commercial imagery is an increasingly important part of satisfying both existing and emerging 

security and intelligence challenges,” said Sapp. “The award of the EVFO is an important first step 

in the NRO’s strategy of embracing commercial imagery as a key element of our current overhead 

architecture and a critical and integral element of our future overhead architecture.”
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Positive defense spending trends in U.S. and Canada

Source: SIPRI, USG DoD, Citi
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Future outlook for satellite markets

 GEO communications satellite market is at or 

near the bottom in terms of new orders, but 

near-term recovery not expected

 Expect that the future will focus on video 

replacement satellites and hybrid video/data 

multi-band satellites, rather than expansion of 

broadcast capacity

 Next-generation LEO and MEO communications 

constellations expected to focus on providing 

high-speed global internet access (OneWeb, 

Telesat, SES, LeoSat, SpaceX)

Source: Euroconsult

 Small form-factor satellite demand 

expected to be driven by expanded 

government and commercial remote-

sensing procurements

 Maxar well-positioned to benefit from 

increased commercial and SmallSat 

focus

No. without SpaceX

Navigation

Military

Surveillance

Meteorology 

(4%)

Commercial

Communications

Civil / Military
Communications

R&D (1%)

Earth 
Observation

Scientific

Source: Satellite Industry Association
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2016PF 2017PF 2018E

GEO Comsat and RCM

SSL SmallSats, USG,
MDA*

Imagery

Services

-4%

-3%

+13%

‘16-’18

CAGR

+8%

+5%

-19%

+8% +7%

-18% -19%

Revenue (USD in millions)

* Net of intercompany eliminations

Declines in GEO market and RCM program in Canada are masking 
strong underlying growth trends elsewhere in the business
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Recent progress against strategic objectives 

Year-over-year revenues grew 9% in the first-half of 2018, excluding the impact of lower 

revenues in GEO communications satellites and the RCM program in Canada.

Imagery Growth Services Growth Space Systems Growth

 Double-digit revenue growth 

continuing in International 

Defense and Commercial 

markets

 New product introductions 

including Secure Watch, Earth 

Watch and Rapid Access 

launch in 2018

 New use cases including 5G 

telecommunications networks 

and autonomous vehicles 

enabled by high-resolution 

and 3D imagery

 Strong growth through the 

award of new contracts with 

multiple U.S. Government 

agencies

 Leveraging AI and machine 

learning capabilities to identify 

new insights and intelligence 

using multisource imagery

 Strong growth in US Gov’t 

programs, commercial small 

satellites, and satellite 

subsystems and space 

robotics in Canada

 Growth offset by declining 

GEO communications satellite  

and RCM program revenues 

Revenue by segment

2017 pro forma $2.3B
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Strong market growth 
for LEO satellites

U.S. Access Plan
Strategic alternatives 
for GEO CommSat

 New commercial market 

entrants driving demand for 

remote-sensing and 

communications satellite 

constellations

 U.S. and international 

government demand driven 

by needs for additional 

intelligence and resiliency as 

space becomes a more 

integral part of national 

security strategies

 Demonstrate more 

affordable, persistent and 

resilient commercial 

solutions

 Provide on-orbit space 

servicing solutions to 

NASA and DARPA

 Explore interplanetary 

technologies with JPL 

Psyche Program

 Partner with existing satellite 

manufacturer to gain scale

 Sale of the line of business

 Exit the line of business 

following completion of 

existing contracts in backlog

 Monetization of real estate 

assets in Silicon Valley could 

be in a range of $150 to $200 

million

Investing in Space Systems growth opportunities, while exploring 
strategic alternatives for GEO communications line of business
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We have a robust pipeline of new business opportunities 
that are beginning to close

($USD) estimated total program award values

Space Systems

 Telesat LEO communications constellation design contract (with TAS)

 USAF next-generation secure satellite communications architecture

 Canadian Surface Combat ship program (~$1B)

 Canadarm 3 for lunar-orbit gateway (~$1B)

 Telesat LEO communications constellation production (~$1.5B/$3B total)

 Government and commercial LEO Earth observation constellations (~$500M)

Imagery
 US Gov’t EnhancedView contract 2019 option-year exercise 

 Global EGD DARPA Geospatial Cloud Analytics program

 Launch of Rapid Access and EarthWatch new products

 US Government EnhancedView contract renewal or extension

 International government Legion-X program (~$150-200M)

 Expansion of International Government Direct Access Programs

 Won

 Won

 Q4-2018

 2019

 2019

 2019

 Won

 Won

 Complete

 Expected 2019

 LOI

 2019

Services
 Janus Geography ($920M 10-year IDIQ contract award)

 Machine learning and data analytics (~$200M) 

 Cloud application development (~$100M)

 Radar data analytics (~$100M)

 Won

 Lost

 2019

 2019
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Q2 year-to-date financial results

Q2 YTD

2017 PF

Q2 YTD

2018 % Chg

Imagery Revenue $     395 $     423 7% New product introductions for international 

defense and commercial customers

EBITDA $     249 $     274 10% Stable margins

Margin 63.0% 64.8%

Space Systems Revenue $     682 $     623 -9% GEO Comsat market and RCM program

EBITDA $     124 $       97 -22% Lower volumes and 2017 RCM program 

milestone-related reserve releases

Margin 18.2% 15.6%

Services Revenue $ 127 $ 136 7% US Government demand and new products

EBITDA $      14 $      14 0% Program mix

Margin 11.0% 10.3%

Intersegment Revenue Elimination $   (13) $   (45)

Intersegment EBITDA Elimination $     (2) $     (7)

Corporate Expense $ (19) $ (19)

Total Revenue $ 1,191 $ 1,137 -5%

Adjusted EBITDA $   365 $   359 -2% Stable margins

Margin 30.7% 31.6%

Adjusted Operating Cash Flow $     69

Capital expenditures $   160

Long-term debt $ 3,078

Debt to adjusted LTM EBITDA 

leverage ratio

4.1x

(USD in millions)
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Integration of the DigitalGlobe acquisition is on track

 Businesses are working well together with integrated purpose and values to                  

“Build a Better World”

 Continue to expect $60-120 million cost and revenue run-rate synergies by end of 

2019

 Moving quickly to capture value while minimizing disruption to the business

◦ MDA Information Services combined with Radiant Group to leverage market 

scale

◦ Product integration of DigitalGlobe optical imagery with MDA radar imagery

◦ Focus on leveraging go-to-market channels and end-to-end solutions 

capabilities

 Cost synergy capture well underway

◦ Removing duplicative corporate costs

◦ Procurement scale leverage opportunities

◦ Combining offices in common locations

◦ Establishing enterprise-wide shared services to take out back-office costs in 

finance and accounting, IT, human resources, marketing and communications
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Domestication to U.S. and adoption of GAAP 
expected by 2019

The most significant adjustments to the income statement as a result of transitioning 

from IFRS to U.S. GAAP are expected to be:

 Canadian investment tax credits are classified as an offset to direct costs under 

IFRS, but will be classified as a credit to income tax expense under U.S. GAAP

◦ Results in a reduction in EBITDA, but no effect on net income or EPS

◦ $32M in 2017 and $30M expected in 2018

 Technology development expenses are capitalized under IFRS, but only software 

development expenses are allowed to be capitalized under U.S. GAAP 

◦ Results in a reduction in EBITDA, net income and EPS

◦ $56M in 2017 and $60M expected in 2018

◦ Primarily associated with GEO communications satellites technology 

development, expected to be significantly less going forward

◦ No impact on cash flows expected in transitioning from IFRS to U.S. GAAP 
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Ample liquidity and free cash flows to execute on the 
company’s strategy

 $600M undrawn bank revolver line of credit at June 30, 2018

 No material debt repayments required until 2020

 Company expects to achieve full-year 2018 adjusted cash flow targets driven by working 
capital improvements and the securitization of orbital receivables in the second half of 
the year

 Capital expenditures expected to decline significantly in 2021 following the construction 
of the WorldView Legion satellite constellation

◦ Provides collection continuity for WorldView 1 and WorldView 2 as they reach end of 
life

◦ WorldView Legion construction and launch costs estimated at $600M

- Improved capital efficiency and ROIC along with reduced cash requirements and 
depreciation expense

◦ WorldView Legion satellites are being constructed at SSL, with additional content 
from MDA, and expected to launch in 2021

◦ Future adoption of GAAP will have no impact on calculation of leverage covenants 
under our existing credit agreement

- Will continue to provide banks with LTM adjusted EBITDA calculations using 
IFRS accounting rules
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Capital expenditures expected to decline significantly 
following construction of WorldView Legion constellation

0

50

100

150

200

250

300

350

400

2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023

Satellite construction

Base capital expenditures

(USD in millions)

No expected satellite construction

reduces capital expenditures

Replacements for WorldView 1 and 2

Replacements for WorldView 3 and 4
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GeoEye WV1 WV2 LG1 WV3 WV4 LG2

WorldView Legion constellation expected costs are >60% 
lower than the current on-orbit satellites original costs

Factors contributing to lower cost for Legion

 We are leveraging many “new space” 
components including highly integrated 
microelectronics and sensors. 

 Legion constellations are comprised of 
multiple (>2) satellites, giving us scale 
manufacturing benefits, and each satellite 
is only 1/3 the mass of current satellites on 
orbit.

 Satellite construction, instrument and 
launch costs have been declining.

 Ball Aerospace and Lockheed Martin, both 
US Government contractors, were the 
prime contractors for satellites currently on-
orbit. SSL, a commercial satellite company, 
is the prime for WorldView Legion.

 WorldView 4 was acquired as part of the 
GeoEye acquisition, then remained in 
storage for multiple years, and accrued 
significant capitalized interest as a result

 Legion Block 2 is similar to Block 1, so it 
benefits from lower NRE.

(USD in millions)
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Key milestones that will serve as a catalyst for 
Maxar shareholder value creation going forward

 Determine GEO CommSat strategic direction, monetize any realizable cash value, and 
reduce its drag on cash flows

 Win the follow-on EnhancedView imagery contract

 Domesticate to the U.S., adopt GAAP accounting, and increase analyst coverage

 Continue strong growth in Imagery and Services segments

◦ US Government contract expansion to include WV4 and WV Legion

◦ Sign up additional International government DAFs and develop new products

◦ Introduce new use cases for Commercial technology customers

◦ Leverage Janus Geography prime contract services win at NGA

 Win identified large Space Systems programs in the pipeline

◦ Telesat LEO satellite constellation

◦ US Government satellite constellation

◦ CSC ship program in Canada

 Deliver on the transaction synergies

◦ Legion-X and SmallSat programs with International governments

◦ New products combining radar and optical imagery

◦ Enterprise-wide shared services to reduce costs

 Meet debt repayment and leverage goals



We play at the nexus of the new space economy
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Imagery segment

2017 Pro forma

$804M Revenue

Key Business Metrics

Revenue Mix

2017 Pro forma

63.6% EBITDA Margin

AMERICAS

APAC

EMEAR

USGInt’l

Comm’l

Sales by Product Sales by GeographySales by Lines of Business

Radar

Imagery 
-

Tasking

Imagery 
-

Archive

Platform

 Global leader: Highest-resolution, commercially-available imagery with 

100 petabyte historical image library 

 Platform: Integrated into customer workflows

 Reducing capital intensity: Worldview-Legion constellation build 

 Extending technology lead: Higher revisit, more insights at scale
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Imagery segment growth drivers

WorldView Legion “The DigitalGlobe” New Products

 Highest resolution, 

accuracy and capacity

 Highest revisit in high-

demand areas

 Near real-time image 

distribution

 Automated feature extraction 

and data layers at scale

 Automated analysis of 

multiple images and datasets

 Scalable ecosystem of 

content, apps and users in 

the cloud

 Machine learning and artificial 

intelligence applications for 

high end analytics

 Rapid Access, 

SecureWatch and 

EarthWatch

 Elevation and land-use / 

land-cover data sets

 Metro base maps

 End-to-End solutions, 

including Legion-X 
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DigitalGlobe has the market-leading capabilities

Resolution Geolocation accuracy Revisit Collection capacity / scale / agility

 Increased collection 

opportunities 

over areas of highest interest, 

unlocking monitoring and 

change-detection capabilities

 Radial distance from the 

true geo-location 

coordinates, 

reducing the need for 

verification

~250 to 400  

points to capture 

with SmallSat 

competition

Requires 40-80 

satellite passes 

to image all of 

Denver

100km x 100km 

(~Denver metro area)

~1 pass to 

capture Denver 

with WV-2

DigitalGlobe has 
best-in-class 
geolocation 

accuracy

 Contributing factors in determining the 

number of orbital passes required to 

collect an area of interest

Our future 
constellation improves 
current revisit times, 

while maintaining 
quality

5
m

15m 25
m

We have unmatched agility, 
enabling mission flexibility                                  

(i.e. both targets and 
mapping)

Native Accuracy

DigitalGlobe < 5m 

Airbus (Pleiades) < 10m

Planet (Doves) > 100m

DigitalGlobe* < 30 min

Closest competitor < 90 min

(*) Includes Legion and small sat strategy

DigitalGlobe has best-in-
class resolution at 5x 

nearest competitor and 
10x best “start-up”

 High resolution enables 

customers to see objects 

invisible to other providers

Resolution

DigitalGlobe (WorldView)
30-

50cm 

Airbus (Pleiades) 70cm

Planet (SkySats) 80cm

Planet (Doves) 5m
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30 cm70 cm1 m3 m5 m

Ghadir-class midget Submarines | Bandar Abbas, Iran | August 7, 2016 | WorldView-3 | Image and Metadata

50 cm

Resolution matters in collecting the most complete 
information

http://worldview3.digitalglobe.com/
https://browse.digitalglobe.com/imagefinder/showBrowseMetadata?catalogId=1040010020400300
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DigitalGlobe proprietary and business confidential Ghadir-class midget submarines | Bandar Abbas, Iran | August 7, 2016 | WorldView-3 | Image and Metadata

Length: 29 m

30 cm Resolution

http://worldview3.digitalglobe.com/
https://browse.digitalglobe.com/imagefinder/showBrowseMetadata?catalogId=1040010020400300
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DigitalGlobe proprietary and business confidential SA-2 air defense site | Bandar Abbas, Iran | August 7, 2016 | WorldView-3 | Image and Metadata

SA-2 air defense missile

Length: 13 m

30 cm Resolution

http://worldview3.digitalglobe.com/
https://browse.digitalglobe.com/imagefinder/showBrowseMetadata?catalogId=1040010020400300
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SA-2 air defense missile | Bandar Abbas, Iran | August 7, 2016 | WorldView-3 | Image and Metadata

Resolution matters in collecting the most complete 
information

30 cm70 cm1 m3 m5 m 50 cm

http://worldview3.digitalglobe.com/
https://browse.digitalglobe.com/imagefinder/showBrowseMetadata?catalogId=1040010020400300
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DigitalGlobe proprietary and business confidential Park-n-Ride at DigitalGlobe Headquarters, Westminster, CO | June 10, 2017| WorldView-3 | Image and Metadata 

30 cm Resolution

http://worldview3.digitalglobe.com/
https://browse.digitalglobe.com/imagefinder/showBrowseMetadata?catalogId=104001001E6EBF00
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Highest resolution imagery, coupled with machine 
learning AI, allows feature extraction at scale

30 cm70 cm1 m3 m5 m 50 cm
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Detailed 3D elevation models allows line of sight 
calculations for signal propagation for 5g networks

| Tokyo, Japan |
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Leading ground infrastructure and image delivery

Resilient Global Network of Antenna and Secure Operations Sites Provide Unprecedented Speed 
in Image Delivery and Reach

Communications are encrypted end-to-end (satellite-to-HQ and back) for security

Supports near-real-time imaging and delivery

▫ 45% of the earth’s land can be imaged in real time contact with a DigitalGlobe/MDA remote 
ground terminal 

▫ 95% within 20 minutes
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Opportunities across U.S. Government

DigitalGlobe capabilities are essential to the US Gov’t mapping and monitoring mission 

History of 

Relationship

 16 year continuous relationship over 3 programs

 Outperformed contractual service level agreements 

for 72 consecutive months

Mission / Level

of Integration

 Provide 90% of the foundational imagery for mapping mission 

 Precision monitoring with best-in-class accuracy and resolution

 Deeply integrated into intelligence gathering infrastructure – secure ops

Key Benefits

 Value best cost per unit provider

 Assured access to the highest resolution, most accurate, and best performing 

commercial imagery constellation in the industry

 Secure operations to enable commercial imagery to be used to support the 

classified needs of the US Government

 Unclassified imagery critical provider of unclassified imagery ready for immediate 

use

Opportunities

 Execute strategy for EnhancedView contract extension

 Add WorldView-4 and WorldView Legion collections

 Building analytics

 Increase users of Global Enhanced GEOINT Delivery

 Enable additional geospatial offerings via GBDX
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2017 Pro forma

$1.3B Revenue

Sales by Business Models Sales by Lines of BusinessSales by Customers

Key Business Metrics

Revenue Mix

2017 Pro forma

18.4% EBITDA Margin

 Market leading positions: Commercial communications and radar 

satellites; satellite antennas, electronics and payloads; space robotics

 End-to-end systems for commercial space imagery

 Accelerating growth: Successfully pursuing new new US Government 

space and SmallSat opportunities

 Strong cost position: Optimizing manufacturing infrastructure

Commercial

Govt of

Canada

US

Govt

International

Fixed Price

Cost

Plus

Satellites

Subsystems

Surveillance &

Intelligence

Robotics

Space Systems segment
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Imaging

Actionable Insights

Spacecraft

Secure Communications

Direct Broadcast

Entertainment

Two-Way Broadband

Internet Access

Commercial Communications Commercial Earth 
Observation

Robotics

Space Exploration

US Government

SSL satellites and spacecraft capabilities
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88 on-orbit GEO satellites – most in the industry

SSL 33%

Boeing
18%

Airbus
20%

Thales
12%

Orbital
6%

Other
11%

GEO Commercial Satellite Awards 

2013-2017
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SSL has a diversified global customer portfolio

http://www.intelsat.com/
http://www.intelsat.com/
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Video

4,100 36 MHz equivalents (2017)

Contribution Distribution Direct-to-Home

Data

~900 Gbps, <1% of global data traffic (2017)

Consumer Broadband Mobility Telecom Enterprise Networks

Video FSS

~11 Awards/year from 2012-2017

3 Year Future Outlook – Declining
Digital HTS - 2 awards/year from 2012-2017

3 Year Future Outlook – Growing

Analog HTS - 1 Award/year from 2012-2017
3 Year Future Outlook – Flat
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~50% ~5% ~25% ~20%~20% ~50% ~30%

Network HQ
Network Affiliates

FSS / HTS hybrids - 2 Awards/year from 2012-2017

3 Year Future Outlook – Flat to Slight Growth

% of satellite video demand (2017) % of satellite data demand (2017)

GEO Commsat use cases and satellite types
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Satellite communications market is evolving to 
access new technologies and constellations

Future Commsat systems will 

require a complex interplay between 

GEO, MEO, LEO, and terrestrial 5g

Terrestrial Cable/fiber are lowest cost 
and latency, however availability is limited 

5G Technology is expected to be a step-
change improvement but coverage will be 

limited in near/medium term
Low cost

High availability

Low latency

LEO Constellations provide low latency 
vs. GEO COMSATs and offer global 

coverage but at higher total CAPEX than 
GEO

GEO COMSATs are highly reliable and 
available globally; innovation in large 

throughput satellites will drive down cost 
per bit
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Market structure

 Satellite market can be 
segmented by customer and 
satellite type

 Largest segment of the 
market is 
US Government satellites

 US Government is placing 
more emphasis on smaller 
and commercial satellites for 

o Affordability

o Resilience 

o Persistence

Commercial 

Satellites

US Gov’t 

Satellites

Larger

Satellite

 Communications

 8-12 Satellites 
per year

 $1B - $2B/year 

 Communication, 
Earth Observation, 
Science, 
and other mission 
areas

Smaller

Satellite

 Communication & 
Earth Observation

 >500 Satellites
per year

 $1.5B+/year

 Communication, 
Earth Observation, 
Science, 
and other mission 
areas

>$10B/year
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Competitive landscape

Commercial 

Satellites

US Gov’t 

Satellites

Larger

Satellite

Smaller

Satellite

 SSL is the market leader in 
commercial satellites due to 
agility and low cost position

o Widest commercial customer 
base and penetration

o Broadest power range and 
capacity range

o Unique Ultra-High-Through-
Put Satellite technologies

 Traditional defense primes 
dominate the larger US Gov’t 
satellite segment, but are less 
competitive in commercial and 
smaller satellite segments
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SSL growth aimed at attractive adjacent markets

Commercial 

Satellites

US Gov’t 

Satellites

Larger

Satellite

Smaller

Satellite
Legion Telesat LEO

Planet Restore-L

Psyche RSGS

 Leverage strong commercial 
heritage to grow into adjacent 
markets

 Demonstrated ability to cost-
effectively produce small satellites

 Expanded Earth observation 
capabilities with WV Legion award 

 Uniquely positioned to be 
preferred partner for US Gov’t 
customers

o Can offer “Affordable, Persistent 
and Resilient” set of capabilities 

 Providing on-orbit servicing 
solutions to NASA and DARPA

 Providing interplanetary solutions 
with JPL Psyche program
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 Earth observation ground stations 

 Optical and radar Imagery 

 DigitalGlobe, Government of Canada, and international 

 Complex systems engineering, development & support

 ISR, EW, Command & Control, Communications

 Canada DND and Global Exports

 Satellite and defence radar systems 

 Radar satellites, services, and imagery 

 Government of Canada and global exports

 Robotic manipulators, rovers, and visual sensor systems 

 Int’l Space Station, planetary landers, on-orbit servicing satellites

 Canada Space Agency, ESA, DARPA, commercial terrestrial

 Leading merchant SAT antenna & component manufacturer

 Engineering design and production of payloads, electronics etc.

 Global commercial customer base including SSL

Radar / SAT Radar

SAT Ground Stations

Robotics

SAT Components

& Payloads

Defence Systems

MDA capabilities
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 Primarily government 

customers

 Bespoke program solutions

 Preferred home country 

supplier

 Decreasing in frequency

 Canada new Defence 

strategy

“Strong, Secure, Engaged”

 Planned increase to Defence 

program spending

 New CSA space strategy 

seeking government funding 

& support

Radar / SAT Radar

OLD Space & Defence Economy NEW Space & Defence Economy

MDA market dynamics

SAT Ground Stations

Robotics

SAT Components

& Payloads

Defence Systems

 Increasing commercial 

customers-

Observation, Comms, 

Exploration 

 Government leveraging 

commercial suppliers

 Fewer low volume large 

GEO, 

more high volume small LEO

 More aggressive business 

models with less upfront 

capital and more variable $$

 Variable expenses drive new 

business models- SaaS, 

CaaS
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SSL

Global OEMs

NEW Channels

Global OEMs

New Government Programs

International Offset Capable

DigitalGlobe

Small SAT LEO Business

Developing Government

SSL RSGS

Global OEMs

Commercial Servicing

International Offset Capable

PRODUCTIZE

PRODUCTIZE

PRODUCTIZE

PRODUCTIZE

OLD Economy

Defence Systems

Robotics

SAT Components

& Payloads

SAT

Ground Stations

NEW Economy

Defence Products

On-Orbit

Servicing Kit

4th Generation High 

Volume LEO Mfg

MAUI

GS Product
$3B+

Pipeline

Product

Solution

Service

Continual

Opportunity

Stream

MDA growth drivers in the new space economy
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CANADIAN 

SURFACE

COMBATANT

$1-2B over 15 years
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RADARSAT

DATA 

CONTINUITY

> $1B over 10 years.
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CANADARM FOR 

DEEP SPACE 

GATEWAY

> $1B over 15 years.
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POLAR 

COMMUNICATIONS

> $500M over 8 years.
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UAS 

SURVEILLANCE 

SERVICE 

> $800M over 7 years 
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2017 Pro forma

$261M Revenue

Key Business Metrics

Revenue Mix

2017 Pro forma

12.3% EBITDA Margin

U.S. 
Intelligence 
Community

U.S. 
Defense

Other 
USG

Int’l
Comm’l

Agile 
Intelligence

Data to 
Insight

Sensor and 
Ground 

Modernization

Client Site 
Services 

Radiant Site 
Services 

Product 
Model

Sales by Business Models Sales by Lines of BusinessSales by Customers

 Unique Talent: 1,000 cleared developers, analysts, and data scientists

 Strong Prime Contracts: 84 prime vehicles drive 63% of our revenue

 Robust Funded R&D: Over $100 million per year of funded R&D

 Unique Technology: 65 active patents and SBIR Phase III Data Rights

 Commercial Velocity: Dozens of deployments on AWS and NVIDIA

Services segment
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Tap into persistent sensors …

Data To Insight Agile Intelligence
Sensor and Ground 

Modernization

Enrich and analyze data at scale… Answer intel questions faster…

BlueGround

Revealing insights where and when it matters
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Technology creates opportunities and threats for our 
national security customers that we are uniquely 
positioned to address

Ubiquitous Sensors that collect optical and radar imagery 

offer increased persistence creating demand for modern 

ground systems to orchestrate multisource collection and data 

management.

Cloud Computing infrastructure from Amazon and NVIDIA 

has made it cost effective to store, process, analyze, and 

share massive amounts of geospatial data on government and 

commercial clouds. 

Machine Learning advances particularly in the area of 

computer vision has created an opportunity to automatically 

extract info from optical and radar imagery that requires 

manual interpretation today. 

Big Data Analytics enabling open source software has 

created an opportunity to build applications that discover 

patterns in time and space to enable anticipatory intelligence.

Crowdsourcing enabled through collaborative mapping 

applications has enabled us to tap into a large network of 

volunteer and paid talent to create an on-demand workforce.

Emerging Technology TrendsOur Nation Faces Many Threats

Leaders Recognize The Need to Change

“Advances in automated processing, the GEOINT 

tradecraft, human-machine collaboration, and the ability 

to anticipate behaviors has opened up the possibility of a 

paradigm shift in how we operate. This is a game-

changer, and to capitalize on this revolution, NGA must 

succeed in and with the open.”

NGA Director Robert Cardillo
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Capture Large U.S. 

Government Programs 

Commercialize

Funded R&D

Increase Velocity of

Cross Sell Across Maxar

 Many opportunities with 

machine learning, big 

data analytics and cloud 

computing requirements

 Customers want to fuse 

commercial data with 

government sources to 

gain new insights

 Qualified pipeline of USG 

pursuits exceeds $2B in 

potential contract value

 We generate over $100M 

per year of funded R&D

 Many of our applications 

are broadly deployed in 

Amazon Web Services

 We are combining unique 

data and cloud 

applications to deliver 

GEOINT as a Service

 USG customers are open 

to new business models

 Maxar has over 30 

International D&I customers 

for imagery and ground 

stations

 Increased demand across 

imagery customers for data 

analytics

 Teaming internally to 

bundle Radiant capabilities 

with other Maxar products 

Services segment growth drivers
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NGA foundational GEOINT transformation opportunities

Leverage High
Revisit Sensors

Discover
Change 
Indicators

Automate 
Feature 
Extraction

Crowdsourced 
Data Enrichment

Living Maps and 
Dynamic Data 
Analytics

Customer 

Mission

Combined
Radiant Solutions

Capabilities

Emerging Foundation GEOINT Initiatives

 CIBORG: Enables NGA and its mission partners to purchase 

commercial data, information, and analysis via the GSA Schedule

 Janus Geography: Robust unclassified production environment 

for Foundation GEOINT interoperable with classified networks    

Awarded prime contract in Q2-2018

 NSG Open Mapping Enclave: Open source collaborative 

mapping environment where “every warfighter is a collector”

Customer

Requirements

Director Robert Cardillo

Hearing before the 

U.S. Senate Select 

Committee on 

Intelligence

September 2016
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Terrain Analytics as a Service Mapping as a Service

Object Detection as a Service Geospatial Data as a Service

Radiant Solutions is commercializing its US 
Government program capabilities
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Revealing the safest route to avoid poor weather 
and conflict
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Revealing where mapping data is not current or 
complete
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Revealing patterns of life embedded in imagery
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Revealing where to focus imagery analysis



We play at the nexus of the new space economy


